Despite some awkward fumbling with Zoom, many workers have adopted videoconferencing as the new normal for interacting with socially isolated colleagues during the COVID-19 pandemic, and are increasingly demanding to work from home permanently. The resulting shift from in-person teamwork to virtual collaborations has become a central concern for employers and educators. Writing in Nature, Brucks and Levav provide fresh insight into how the creativity of teams collaborating through videoconferencing stacks up against that of teams working together in person.

Conventional wisdom holds that innovation is driven by in-person interactions that bring diverse perspectives together through a fluid, back-and-forth dialogue rich in verbal information and body language (Fig. 1). Seminal research has shown that many great innovations in mathematics, science and the arts from the likes of Charles Darwin, the Funk Brothers and Marie Curie came about because of in-person interactions in teams or networks — a trend that still holds in many modern fields of endeavour. Indeed, the scarcity of in-person meetings during the COVID-19 pandemic has been blamed for permanently denting scientific innovation.

With so much at stake, it is crucial to understand how computer-mediated interactions change creative thinking.

Brucks and Levav compared how two measures of creativity — ideation performance and idea-selection quality — differ when teams interact virtually or in person. Ideation performance quantifies the number of ideas generated. This is a key metric, because the more ideas there are, the greater is the potential for finding good solutions to problems. As the two-time Nobel laureate Linus Pauling was fond of saying, “The best way to have a good idea is to have lots of ideas.”

Idea-selection quality characterizes how well the best idea is chosen from a bunch. Although ideation precedes idea selection, selection is not necessarily less important than ideation, and creative treasures can easily be overlooked during selection processes. For example, Stephen King’s Carrie was rejected 30 times by publishers, and Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 was rejected (oddly enough) 22 times.

On studying how the mode of communication affects people’s creativity, Brucks and Levav made a fundamental finding: in-person meetings result in better ideation performance than do virtual collaborations. However, there is no difference between the two collaborative approaches in terms of the quality of the ideas selected.

A particular strength of this research is its scale and scope. The findings are backed up by impressive evidence obtained both from laboratory experiments and from field studies of teams at an engineering firm who work in five countries. Furthermore, the authors controlled for many confounding factors to rule out alternative explanations for their findings. For example, they recorded conversations and used eye-tracking technology to help measure the links between speech, language, gestures and creativity. They also measured a wide range of control variables in their experiments to account for factors such as variation in screen size, the similarity of ideas (rather than just the number of ideas), and the participants’ internal psychological processes, facial mimicry and feelings of connection.

In addition to the well-substantiated core findings about ideation and selection, the study raises questions about creativity, which are of both theoretical and practical interest. Creativity is the recombination of existing ideas in new and useful ways within a given set of technical, financial or other constraints. What aspects of that process could explain the different effects of virtual and in-person interactions observed by Brucks and Levav? The authors think that the use of video screens limits the amount of information that can be shared between team mates during virtual
communications. This should now be tested experimentally, along with related proposals suggested by other researchers about the role of a team’s demographic diversity⁸ or leadership⁹.

In the real world, the cost of creativity is of paramount concern. If, for argument’s sake, virtual collaborations produce 20% fewer ideas than do in-person teams, but at 40% of the cost, then the cost per idea is greater for in-person teams than for virtual collaborations. From this perspective, virtual meetings would be more productive than in-person meetings. Indeed, many organizations use innovation platforms such as GitHub and InnoCentive — which mainly involve virtual collaborations — because they generate ideas as innovative as those produced by in-person meetings, but at a lower cost.

It should also be noted that people who come up with creative ideas often do not have sole responsibility for choosing their best ideas. People outside the ideation process, such as critics and audiences, can have key roles in ideation and selection, too — especially in consumer markets¹⁰, but increasingly in research as well¹¹.

Working out how different modes of interaction affect the creative process is therefore complex and requires further study. Brucks and Levav’s work is a sure-footed step towards understanding how two different modes of communication affect ideation and selection, and provides an exciting start for further research into the effects of technology on human creativity.
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